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“Last week, on February 6th, roughly 30 solidar-

ians met to show support with the anarchist and 

antiauthoritarian revolutionaries in Egypt and their 

ongoing struggle against the state which is being met 

with repression. We met at the plaza in Little 5 Points 

around a banner and passed out leaflets explaining 

the situation in Egypt. The crowd happily socialized 

in the plaza for roughly 45 minutes. An undercover 

police officer filmed the gathering and local Cop-

watchers approached the man with their cameras 

before the crowd marched toward Moreland Avenue. 

The demo circled around the neighorhood chant-

ing anti-police and revolutionary slogans while 

blocking traffic before dispersing with no arrests.

Not one step back, comrades.”
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“Prisons are a central appara-
tus of today’s authoritarian so-

ciety where domination, white 
supremacy, and hetero-pa-
triarchy are made explicit. A 

growing portion of our society 
are being forced to understand 

life under incarceration via 
probation, parole, and actual 

imprisonment. The surveil-
lance and policing necessary to 
maintain this perpetual growth 
have dissolved our privacy and 

atrophied our collective capac-
ity to take care of ourselves.”

����� ������� ���� � � ����� Two years a�er the Fukushima Nuclear Plant melted down in Japan, irradiating 

a large swath of the country, a demonstration was called in Atlanta under the moniker of Stop Plant Vogtle. Stop Plant Vogtle 

is a coalition dedicated to stopping the construction of two new nuclear reactors, the first new ones approved in 30 years, at 

an existing nuclear site in east Georgia. The original plan was to march �om a Marta station to the Georgia Power headquar-

ters, but heavy rain confined the group to the Marta station. People held signs, danced to drums, and passed out leaflets for 

an hour, before someone read a solidarity statement �om an anti-nuke group in Germany and the demo ended. Stop Plant 

Vogtle has been attempting to bring a halt to the construction for over a year now. Much of group’s rhetoric has pointed out 

Vogtle’s new reactors as a “bad investment,” stressing the importance of removing the 5 dollar Nuclear Cost Recovery fee on 

every Georgia Power bill. While not paying the power bill is certainly an idea we can get behind, we also wonder what else 

can be done to stop the construction of this plant. The construction of new nuclear reactors is being proposed across the 

globe. While these new plants pose huge environmental risks, they also provide new energy for the continuation of capitalism. 

Thus, we propose blocking the flows that allow for this continuation. Whether it be the construction of new energy sources, 

highways, airports, ports, universities, urban redevolepment, or workplaces, find a place where capitalism flows and stop it. 

and the noise demo on the night of 

the 14th was one of the smallest ones to 

date, with under 20 people attending.

Nonetheless, the group was an-

imated by a rebellious spirit, proving 

once again that it is not just the numbers 

but the bonds between those present 

that matter most. The crowd gathered 

in Woodruff Park after  dark and set off 

down Peachtree Street towards the jail. 

Some rattled the chain gates over the 

closed store fronts, while others wrote 

anti-cop graffiti on street poles. The 

procession reached the jail, where they 

banged pots, hit drums, blew whistles, 

and generally caused a ruckus. Someone 

lit a smokebomb while someone else 

wrote no control (A) on a large sculpture 

outside the jail. The group crossed the 

street to wave at those incarcerated on 

the other side of the jail. Someone held 

another large smoke bomb in the air 

while others waved, and another partic-

ipant defaced a street sign. A  crowd of 

cops began gathering on the front steps 

of the jail, and the demo began march-

ing around towards the back. A newspa-

per box that had been pushed into the 

street at a previous noise demo was once 

again knocked into the street. Shortly 

thereafter, the group dispersed with no 

arrests or confrontation with the police.

Each noise demo is a small ges-

ture towards breaking the silence and 

isolation faced by those behind bars. 

It is at the very least an interruption of 

the monotony of the average prison-

er’s day – plus an interruption in ours 

– and a reminder that there is a world 

outside that still cares about them. 

On February 14th, a small group gath-

ered in response to a callout for Atlanta’s 

2nd annual Valentine’s Day noise demo. 

Atlanta has had consistent noise demos 

stretching back to December of 2011. 

The first noise demos drew around 50 

people, bolstered by the lingering mo-

mentum from the #occupy movement. 

That momentum has now dissolved, 
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Callout for Valentine’s Day Demo



The murder of a young black man by police 

is normal. That people in New York fought 

against the police, the community managers, 

and the shops on the block was not. Since the 

institution of the “broken window theory” of 

policing in New York in the 90’s, New York 

City has been transformed by new techniques 

of domination. The NYPD has become 

one of the most advanced repressive forces 

around, working as they do to domesticate 

the heart of capitalism. NYPD’s stop and �isk 

policy ensures that everyone is constantly re-

minded of the power the state has over their 

bodies. Statistics don’t o�en do much to get 

our hearts racing, but we can’t help but share 

the fact that, this year, 1 in every 20 murders 

in NYC have been committed by the police. 

The events that occured in Flat-

bush were another instance of rage against 

the police exploding into anti-police re-

volt. Rebellion in Flatbush was not nearly as 

wide-spread as the conflagrations of London 

2011, Oakland 2009, Greece 2008, or Paris 

2005, but we nonetheless place the upsurge 

in the same history. Flatbush was something 

to get excited about in the U.S., where po-

tential rebels face incredibly well-equipped, 

diverse and numerous managers of revolt. In 

recent years, anti-police riots have erupted 

in several US cities – in Oakland, Anaheim, 

and now Brooklyn – alongside con�onta-

tional anti-police demonstrations in many 

other cities, including here in Atlanta. On 

top of these well-attended happenings there 

have been many cases of individuals engaging 

in personal wars with police (Cameron Mad-

dox, Chris Monfort, and the Only-Good-

Cop Christopher Jordan Dorner). The me-

dia always attempts to isolate these events, 

rendering each instance as the act of a crazy 

man who doesn’t understand the good and 

necessary role of the police. This narrative 

hides the constant terror police unleash. 

We view it much differently. We see 

each event as a part of a global rise in con-

flict against the misery of the current or-

der and our everyday lives. These tensions 

o�en manifest in conflicts against the po-

lice, as the most visible and direct appara-

tus of social control. While these rebellions 

are encouraging, we need to find ways to 

make them spread and last. It is not simply 

a matter of gaining “community centers” 

through which we can work out our rage, 

as was suggested by East Flatbush council-

man Jumanne Williams. What we want is 

a neverending snowballing of forces ori-

ented against capitalism and domination.
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The story of what happened in Flatbush, a neighborhood in Brooklyn, is fa-

miliar by now: A 16 year old Kimani “Kiki” Gray is shot 7 times by plain-

clothes police, 3 times in the back. The police claim he had a gun; witnesses 

and �iends claim he didn’t. A vigil for his death turns into a small-scale riot, 

where bottles and bricks are hurled at police, some  windows are smashed and 

a few stores are looted. The local city councilman and a few others attempt to 

restore order, demonizing so called “outside agitators.” Further demonstra-

tions face a massive police presence. A demonstration a few nights later turns 

into a clash with police when people begin throwing bricks and bottles at cops 

and attacking police cruisers. 46 are arrested. Further demos again face more 

police, aided by community managers and leaders screaming at demonstra-

tors in attempts at keeping the protest “peaceful.” The rebellion is quelled.
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The Cost of a Hip Downtown
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The obviousness of police violence is 

readily visible in the headlines of the 

mainstream news media. 10 cops were 

busted for trafficking cocaine �om 

Stone Mountain, DeKalb County, Ful-

ton County, MARTA and Federal Pro-

tective Services on February 12th. Two 

weeks later, a series of raids south of 

downtown targeting drug distribution 

(irony is dead): February 27th at 155 

Forsyth Street SE, March 1st at the Fox 

Market on 90 Broad Street and two 

weeks later, March 13th, at the Met-

ro Mall. In the last raid, the cops also 

seized counterfeit bags and jeans and 

arrested dozens of people. This par-

ticular set of events is unexceptional.

In other words, what is illus-

trated here is the normal situation. Any 

three month period, taken at random, 

is well documented in media headlines 

of police killing teenage boys, abusing 

their wives, driving drunk, trafficking 

drugs, raiding uncontrollable hous-

ing projects, beating up suspects and 

so on. That two cops have been arrest-

ed in March for aggravated sexual bat-

tery of inmates should surprise no one.

Policing is one of many appa-

ratuses designed to manage crises (real 

or imagined) and to administer an exis-

tence in which insurrection is not possi-

ble. Government, in our times, has tak-

en up the impossible task of perpetually 

delaying threats and catastrophes that 

it cannot control. This being the case, 

the forces of order coordinate their ef-

forts strategically, unlike most people.

BUILDING A BLANK SLATE
Anyone walking south on Peachtree 

Street, starting at the Five Points MAR-

TA station and going past the Atlan-

ta City Detention Center, experiences 

the criminal melody of the area. The 

streets are unlit, the blocks are short, 

the alleyways and parking lots are full 

of loiterers and spray painted tags. But 

more than any of this, one notices the 

emptiness. Blocks are filled with noth-

ing but hollow and abandoned store-

�onts. Tall buildings that cut across 

the skyline house half a dozen people or 

less. A game could be made of count-

ing the number of boarded up win-

dows vs. the number of window �ames 

hosting only shards of broken glass.

Nevertheless, a secret world 

has thrived in these neighborhoods. 

Street vendors sell bootleg merchan-

dise untaxed, vagrants beg for change, 

sex-workers solicit johns, dealers open-

ly push drugs, and entire half-blocks fill 

with sleeping bags and blankets. These 

people clearly cannot support the type of 

in�astructural transition the city has in 

mind: street cars, a new stadium, hous-

ing, shopping, tourism... This popula-

tion has created relationships that are 

invisible to the state; the recent wave of 

repression and round ups  are maneu-

vers to map these relationships into an 

observable network. Relocation and, for 

some, annihilation are bound to follow.

As introduced in Atlanta’s 

Burning no. 5, and in a recent article by 

Creative Loafing, the technocrats and 

developers have created a task force to 

“develop a master plan to try and [sic] 

revitalize downtown Atlanta.” The com-

mittee is called the“Downtown Devel-

opment Technical Advisory Group” and 

includes the CEO of MARTA, the pres-

ident of Georgia State University, lack-

eys �om Central Atlanta Progress, and 

the CEO of Invest Atlanta. The group 

plans to create a downtown favorable 

to the redeployment of capital and the 

remapping of territory. For the techno-

crats and their police, the existing area 

on the southside of downtown, �om 

Marietta Street down to Castleberry 

Hill, is an obstacle to this development 

because of its ungovernable character.
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The actions of the ATF, SWAT, 

and other security forces should be seen 

as both harmonious with and neces-

sary to the goals of the new downtown 

task force. Thus far, the watchword for 

this new management strategy has been 

“cleanliness” – against graffiti and then 

prostitution. The newest session of 

the same strategy uses the language of 

“revitalization”, “resurrection,” “re-

vamping,” etc. Both of these discourses 

should be seen for what they are: po-

litical obscurantism developed to cloak 

the military nature of development 

and expansion. Any landscape unfit 

for management will be restructured; 

any population that cannot be social-

ized will be incarcerated or le� to die. 

The success or failure of this endeavor is primarily de-

termined by the ability of the police to control the streets.

ILLEGAL VIOLENCE
& THE SOCIAL ORDER

The social order – “capital-

ism,” “civilization,” “empire,” whatever

– is preserved by the utilization of cer-

tain violences for the criminalization of 

others. The police can take you �om 

your home by force but your neighbor 

may not. This much is obvious. What 

is less obvious is that the social order 

depends on certain forms of criminal 

behavior to reassert itself. The inability 

of the institutional tools of the state – 

the police, surveillance cameras, judg-

es etc. – to pierce all of the social space 

has not been problematic for our ene-

mies. Everywhere the institutions have 

abandoned, governmental practices and 

apparatuses have persisted and spread.

Snitches, rapists, gossips,  white suprem-

acists, homophobes, child abusers…

Without these characters, the normal 

situation would be unable to sustain 

itself. The administrators of public 

life –  the directors, the architects, the 

city planners – have created the con-

ditions of alienation such that collec-

tive intensity will never occur in the 

plazas or across the boulevards. Still, 

this is not a holistic strategy. With-

out the private police, who maintain or-

der by force and idiocy in the homes, 

the milieus, and the movements,  the 

spaces and conspiracies could emerge 

to organize for revolt in secret. Thus, 

many people who we do not officially 

recognize as law enforcement do en-

force the order of law by means of ex-

tra- or il-legal violence and coercion.

It is ironic, I guess, when actu-

al law enforcement officers are caught 

using illegal law preserving violence in 

their off-time. Although it is tempting 

to comfort ourselves with pseudo-ana-

lytics and all types of moralistic accusa-

tions – “Perhaps they are addicted to power!” – 

it is unhelpful to interpret these abuses 

as products of “corruption.” We should 

avoid narratives that encourage the pu-

rification and improvement of our ene-

mies. The “corruption” and “bad apple” 

narratives are examples of law enforce-

ment institutions cleansing themselves 

of duties better suited for the public 

at-large – snitching, rape, abuse, alienation…

That few unfortunate people 

see it as their duty to “save society” has 

not helped us to see that the conflict 

is not in the institutions or the laws – 

although sometimes it presents itself 

as such. We need to develop a strategy 

against policing that advocates the uni-

fication of life and war. The possibility 

of a revolutionary situaton requires us to 

organize ourselves into an autonomous 

force capable of both suspending order 

in the streets and abandoning all of the 

tics and habits of control in everyday life.



Banner from Atlanta anti-rape demonstration, 03.23
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On Saturday, March 30, the Ku Klux Klan held a ral-

ly in Memphis to protest the city’s renaming of three Con-

federate parks. Local anarchist organizers, among them 

former Black Panther Lorenzo Ervin, put out a nation-

al call for attending a counter-demonstration. Accord-

ing to the callout, the counter-demonstrators were sup-

posed to meet in a park pavilion a few blocks �om the 

Klan’s rally before marching together out of the pavilion.

A plan was hastily put together before police pushed 

the crowd of about one hundred (forty or so all in black) out 

of the pavilion. The crowd was going to march toward a nearby 

“protest pen” where another group of counter-protestors had 

been corralled by police. Hopefully, more of these demon-

strators would join the march and head to one of the Con-

federate parks, which was apparently un-guarded at the time.

When the march arrived at the protest pen, a few 

people were arrested while trying to join the corraled pro-

testers, while a line of police shouldering assault rifles and 

“less than lethal” shotguns pushed the crowd outward. Car-

rying zip ties and liberally aiming their guns at the un-

armed crowd, they successfully scattered the march into 

pieces. Lorenzo and a small group of his comrades stood 

stoically on a corner shouting into a megaphone. They 

tried to lead the crowd to the park, but no one listened. 

More arrests were made, bringing the total to about five.

This experience raises the question of tactical realism. 

At a certain point, the crowd should have recognized that there 

was no way that they would be able to approach the Klan. With 

the county’s police concentrated in such a small area, very little 

of the sprawled out city remained defensible by police. In the 

absence of a direct con�ontation with fascists, what could be 

done to attack the local in�astructure that serves their agenda 

and way of life? This question is a pertinent one for future 

con�ontations because it brings to the fore a fundamental as-

sessment of what any given group can do given its capacity and 

its opponents (the police). However disappointing, such an 

assessment should take precedence even over the original in-

tent of the action. Successfully adapting to conditions on the 

ground can enable anti-fascist actions to unfold in ways that 

can’t be controlled or managed by anyone—not the police, not 

local organizers, and certainly not the Klan. Memphis was a 

complete disaster, but if we pay attention, we can still take 

away an important lesson about tactics for future, better days. 

Pay attention to your enemies, adapt, and make your move.
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from atlanta.indymedia.org

“We smashed a security camera near the 

front door of a popular Atlanta business.

We know this camera films countless fac-

es each week and we were excited to break it.

It was fairly large so we used a hammer.

We decided to act in response to the previous at-

tack on surveillance cameras here just last week.

This was very easy and we hope that others join in on the fun.

For anyone with a heart, for anyone with a secret.”

Picture: “Camover,” a security-camera 
smashing game in Germany.




